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            	Banner-geology
                Geological resource exploration 

              
	Banner-rockface-exploration
                Lower Lias cliff section, NW Madagascar 

              
	Banner-hydrogen-universe
                Natural Hydrogen, the simplest and most abundant element in the universe, is difficult to find on earth

              
	Banner-Sunrise-over-earth
                Sunrise over earth from a helium balloon

              
	Banner-transition-zone
                Transition zone between the land and the sea

              
	Banner-hydrogen
                Hydrogen, the most abundant element in the universe but hard to find on earth

              
	Banner-Helium-exploration
                Exploring and testing for helium in the UK

              
	Banner-geology-2
                Geological exploratory fieldtrip

              
	Banner-remote-provinces
                Geological exploration of remote, difficult to access interiors

              
	Banner-open-road
                Remote exploration to find new geological resources

              
	Banner-sand-remote
                New geological resources are often only found in remote areas

              
	Banner-underwater-geology
                Underwater geological exploration
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      MDOIL explores for, and evaluates sustainable  development opportunities for hydrogen, helium and hydrocarbons provinces using new technologies and  thinking. We explore neglected and overlooked areas regions throughout  the world and through the analysis of vintage data sets; providing new  geochemical and geological analysis; new geological thinking, distillation and  high grading of the opportunities and by creating exploration groups or  companies to attract investment to take prospect concepts to quantification of  the findings. 

MDOil: To  seek sustainable helium, hydrogen and hydrocarbons during the transition.
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